Abstract: This paper proposes a novel single-layer, low-profile harmonic transponder to be integrated with the printable diodes based on Si particles. The introduced prototype consists of two bowtie dipoles that are directly matched to the harmonic generation element at a fundamental 2.45 GHz frequency and also at the corresponding second harmonic 4.9 GHz frequency. Therefore, the antennas and T-matching parts can be manufactured as separate inlays using a single layer-substrate. Besides the new prototype, the harmonic conversion loss (CL) is theoretically and experimentally investigated. In this regard, the equivalent circuit is driven and utilized to analyze the CL performance with variations in fundamental frequency and input power. The introduced transponder outperforms the state-of-the-art work from the printability, size, and CL point of views.
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1. Introduction

Nonlinear radars, created to help cars avoid collisions, can be traced back as far as 1973 [1]. In comparison to the conventional linear radar, the nonlinear radar has higher immunity to clutter interference and also to the presence of metallic targets. Therefore, nonlinear radars have been utilized for several applications in the past few years [2–4], such as wireless sensing [5].

Most often, nonlinear radars are harmonic. Thus, the radar performance can be advanced by improving the transmitter linearity [6], utilizing modulated waveforms for transmission [2,7], and improving the receiver sensitivity [5]. On the other hand, this paper is focused on possible enhancements on the transponder end. Most nonlinear transponders are tailored to have a maximum response by attaching an appropriate antenna to the nonlinear element [8], which is, in most cases, a Schottky diode. The used antennas are usually grounded patches [9] or dipoles that need to be kept vertical and stiff [10]. Therefore, designing printable single-layer transponder antennas is essential. However, connecting the antenna to the chosen diode without matching or biasing considerations introduces higher conversion loss (CL) values, which limits the reading range. In the literature, the diode is matched to the antenna either by utilizing lumped elements [11] or using open and short circuit stubs, each necessitating a ground plane layer and occupying a large footprint [12,13]. Further, using lumped elements results in greater losses, as well as increased transponder weight, and that causes low acceptance in the field for identifying small objects, such as insects and small amphibians.

In the literature, having ground plane and matching with lumped elements prohibit the transponder printing, especially when utilizing the printable Schottky diodes as presented in [14]. Thus, designing a single-layer, compact, lightweight and efficient harmonic transponder is the key issue for the full deployment of the harmonic transponders, and the main scope of this paper.

With respect to the harmonic transponder presented in the literature, it is recognized that diode conversion loss is the most crucial aspect for optimal transponder operation.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no systematic analysis on the role of diode matching and biasing play in this process has been completed. We fill this gap by investigating the influence of diode matching and biasing on the transponder conversion efficiency by circuit and EM simulations besides the conducted experiments. In this regard, the paper’s advances are listed as follows:

- A compact single layer harmonic transponder is introduced. This transponder outperforms the similar state-of-the-art work from the electrical size and coverage point of views as pointed out in Table 1 of the submitted paper.
- The equivalent circuit model of the introduced prototype is derived, and the circuit simulation matches very well with the EM simulation. The very good matching between the EM simulation and the circuit simulation verifies the effectiveness of the derived circuit model.
- Simultaneously matching the diode at two harmonically spaced frequencies. For the harmonic transponders in the literature, the matching is addressed at only one frequency. Further, the proposed planar T-matching network is compact and does not necessitate grounded Vias for the diode matching.
- Diode biasing circuit is developed, and the corresponding prototype is theoretically and experimentally verified to be compared with the proposed matching solution.

In this regard, the zero biasing HSMS-2850 Schottky diode is chosen as the nonlinear element, due to its high sensitivity and low-cost packaging. The diode barrier voltage is 15 mV, and the typical voltage and power sensitivities are at 2.45 GHz 30 mV/µW and −56 dBm, respectively. Thus, this diode is considered to be one of the most sensitive diodes at zero bias and is, thus, suitable for the employed application. The diode is matched to the antennas, using the T-matching network; thus, the transponder is of a single layer. No lumped components are used, so the weight is only limited to the diode and carrier substrate. To assess the diode CL, the equivalent transponder circuit is extracted. Moreover, biasing the diode is also elaborated upon an alternative solution to reduce the diode CL. The structure of this paper is as follows; Section 2 introduces the proposed transponder prototype and the corresponding circuit model. Section 3 investigates the diode conversion loss. The experimental results are demonstrated in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

Table 1. Recently published harmonic transponders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Single Layer</th>
<th>Electrical Size</th>
<th>$f_0$ (GHz)</th>
<th>$P_t$ (dBm)</th>
<th>Coverage (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$0.119\lambda_0 \times 0.088\lambda_0$</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$0.406\lambda_0 \ (Wire)$</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$0.267\lambda_0 \times 0.133\lambda_0$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$0.68\lambda_0 \times 0.68\lambda_0$</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>$1.28\lambda_0 \times 0.123\lambda_0$</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$0.3\lambda_0 \times 0.26\lambda_0$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>$0.267\lambda_0 \times 0.117\lambda_0$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This Work</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>$0.245\lambda_0 \times 0.163\lambda_0$</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Paper Framework and Prototype Description

The paper is divided into five sections as explained in Figure 1. Accordingly, the bullet points of each section are illustrated in Figure 1.
The proposed transponder consists of two bowtie dipoles placed over an Ro4350 substrate with 0.508 mm thickness, and the antennas are matched to the diode, using the T-matching network, as shown in Figure 2. The two dipoles serve as transponder antennas, one for receiving 2.45 GHz and the other, smaller one for transmitting the converted second harmonic from the diode. The realized gain of the fundamental and harmonic antennas are 1.39 dBi and 3.8 dBi, respectively. The transponder circuit model is driven to evaluate the matching performance at different receiving powers and frequencies.

One major design challenge is that the diode impedance is frequency and power dependent, similar to a conventional UHF RFID chip. An additional design challenge is to simultaneously match the diode impedances at two harmonically separated frequencies. In this regard, the diode is assumed to be zero biased in order to have optimized matching at the lower values of the input power, i.e., less than −20 dBm. Thus, the zero-biased diode impedances are calculated to be \((19.35 - j227.35)\) Ω at 2.45 GHz, and \((15.2 - j79.3)\) Ω at 4.9 GHz. After that, a T-matching network is utilized for simultaneously matching the diode to the dipoles at the targeted frequencies.

Due to the symmetry of the T-matching network, the equivalent circuit is transformed to the single-ended equivalence shown in Figure 3, which is complete and reasonably ac-
curate [18]. The equivalent circuit is illustrated in Figure 3, where \((R_{AF}, C_{AF}, R_{AH}, C_{AH})\) are the resistances and capacitive reactances of the fundamental and harmonic antennas, and \((L_{T1}, L_{T2}, L_{T3})\) are the inductive reactances of the T-matching network. Therefore, the circuit element values are calculated at the fundamental frequency to be \((R_{AF} = 19\,\Omega, C_{AF} = 7.1\,pF, R_{AH} = 6.6\,\Omega, C_{AH} = 0.228\,pF)\) and \((L_{T1} = 0.8\,nH, L_{T2} = 6\,nH, L_{T3} = 6\,nH)\), and also at the harmonic frequency to be \((R_{AF} = 6.6\,\Omega, C_{AF} = 3.55\,pF, R_{AH} = 19\,\Omega, C_{AH} = 0.125\,pF)\) and \((L_{T1} = 1.6\,nH, L_{T2} = 12\,nH, L_{T3} = 12\,nH)\). Consequently, the very good matching between the EM simulation and circuit simulation, as shown in Figure 4, verifies the effectiveness of the derived circuit model.

![Figure 3. The transponder simplified single-ended circuit model.](image)

![Figure 4. Circuit simulation vs. EM simulation.](image)

The transponder antennas are directly matched to one single differential port, which is the diode port, and the conventional two port coupling calculations are not possible. However, the reflection coefficient at the common input of the antennas can be calculated at the two different impedance states of the diode over the complete frequency span as shown in Figure 5. Hence, considering the diode input impedance at the fundamental frequency, the reflection coefficient is found to be \(<-15\,\text{dB}\) at the desired matching frequency point; however, the matching at the harmonic frequency is \(<-2\,\text{dB}\). It is likely that the same results are obtained while considering the diode input impedance at the harmonic frequency, where a matching level of less than \(<-15\,\text{dB}\) is achieved at \((4.9\,\text{GHz})\), and a worse matching value at \((2.45\,\text{GHz})\), higher than \(<-1.5\,\text{dB}\).
3. Diode Conversion Loss

Several published papers have addressed the diode CL as a constant parameter. However, the diode CL depends on several parameters, namely, matching, frequency, and input power. Therefore, in this section, the diode CL is evaluated at different power levels, utilizing the previously developed circuit model. The CL simulation of the matched diode is performed for the developed circuit model of the introduced transponder, in which the CL illustrates that a matched diode would outperform the unmatched one by approximately 20 dB if the available RF power is less than $-20$ dBm, as will be explained.

The diode biasing circuit is proposed as an alternative solution to minimize the diode CL, and the circuit parameters are designed to serve that purpose. Therefore, DC blocking capacitors can be introduced at the diode input and output along with an RF choking and DC return inductors, introduced before and after the diode, respectively. The voltage drop resistance after the battery can be utilized to maintain the optimum 100 mV required biasing the diode. A 2.5 V rechargeable battery (ML414H) is utilized to prove the concept. However, the optimum DC-biasing voltage value for maximizing the diode-generated second harmonic components is simulated to be 100 mV. Therefore, the role of the biasing circuit is also to maintain that value from the available fixed DC supply, allowing for the harvesting and maintenance of the required low DC voltage value.

The proposed biasing circuit schematic and the corresponding implementation are explained in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The conversion loss of the biased diode is measured after calibrating the cables and filters losses, and the measured results verify that the biased diode CL is higher than the CL of a matched diode if the available input power is greater than $-20$ dBm as illustrated in Figure 8. However, a matched diode CL is lower than a biased one for an input power smaller than $-20$ dBm as explained in Figure 8.

The diode biasing solution would have two advantages. First, the biasing circuit can be directly connected to any standard 50 Ω antennas without matching considerations. Second, the circuit would operate over a wider bandwidth, compared to the matching solution. Moreover, the optimum biasing value, which is $\approx 100$ mV, can be harvested from the incident wave at the expense of having an extra harvesting circuit, as presented in [19]; thus, a completely passive solution is achievable. However, the transponder will be heavier and larger in size than the introduced narrow-band matching solution.
Figure 6. The developed biasing circuit for HSMS-2850.

Figure 7. The implemented biasing circuit besides the utilized battery.

Figure 8. CL variation with input power at 2.45 GHz fundamental frequency and a corresponding 4.9 GHz second harmonic.

**Diode Conversion Loss Analysis**

The matched transponder operation, compared to the biased one, is better understood from expression of the diode current–voltage relationship:

\[ I_d = I_s \left( e^{v_d / nV_T} - 1 \right) \]

where \( I_d \) is the generated current from the diode; \( v_d \), \( V_T \) are the diode applied and thermal voltages, respectively; \( n \) is the diode ideality factor; and \( I_s \) is the diode saturation current, which is in the range of (3–5) µA. For the matched diode, \( v_d \) is the voltage derived from the antenna at the fundamental frequency, yielding a diode current that contains a DC component and higher frequency components, according to the Taylor expansion. To maximize the second order components generated from the diode, it has to operate in the square
law region. Therefore, the main role of the matching circuit is to conceal the capacitive diode reactance and bring the diode operation to that point from the rectified diode voltage. Thus, the matched diode is self-biased from the fundamental interrogation signal, and a DC path for the generated DC component is provided by the matching network.

On the other hand, the biasing circuit brings the diode operation to that point directly from the applied DC external supply, and the optimum biasing value to maximize the second order components is found to be 100 mV, as also explained by the I–V curve shown in Figure 9. Therefore, in Figure 6, the conversion loss for the biased diode compared to the matched one is higher in the case of input power > −20 dBm, and lower for the input power below −20 dBm.

Figure 9. Utilized diode I–V curve.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, the transponder (RCS) without diode inclusion is measured in order to verify the designed and fabricated transponder antennas. Further, the link budget measurement is conducted to prove the diode integration and the corresponding matching.

4.1. Transponder RCS Measurements

The transponder antennas are directly matched to the diode in this model, due to which the direct reflection coefficient measurement are not suitable. Alternatively, for verifying the design of transponder antennas, RCS measurement without the diode inclusion are conducted inside the anechoic chamber, where the transponder is placed on a foam substrate at a distance of 30 cm from a double ridged horn antenna that is connected to the
VNA (Vector Network Analyzer). Afterwards, a calibration procedure as presented in [20] is applied. The measured RCS frequency response is a good match with the simulated one as shown in Figure 10, and so verifies the designed transponder antennas. Moreover, the RCS is simulated considering the diode impedance at fundamental and harmonic frequencies, where the two resonance peaks are clearly observable at the design frequencies as shown in Figure 10.

![Figure 10. Transponder simulated and measured RCS.](image)

4.2. Link Budget Power and Interference Analysis

Several wireless communication devices operate around the 2.45 GHz frequency, including Wi-Fi, Zigbee, Bluetooth, and RFID. Therefore, these devices often interfere with each other. The effects of the coexistence of different standards in the same band are complicated and significant since the interference is spatially and temporally variant. Therefore, modeling the noise, with interference as a Gaussian component that is flat in space and time, is inaccurate when one considers interference from co-located technologies. However, this problem is addressed heavily in the literature from the protocol and communication layer perspectives [21]. On the other hand, this paper addresses the noise and interference problem from the radar perspective. Therefore, the radar cross section (RCS) of the harmonic transponder is considered to describe its performance in a similar way to the conventional radar equation. The RCS of the harmonic transponder including the diode can be described by (1) [22].

\[
\sigma_h = A_{df} \cdot CL \cdot G_{dh} = \frac{\lambda^2}{4\pi} G_{df} \cdot CL \cdot G_{dh} \tag{1}
\]

where \(\sigma_h\) is the harmonic transponder RCS, \(A_{df}\) is the effective area at the fundamental frequency, \(CL\) is the previously explained conversion efficiency or loss, and \(G_{df}, G_{dh}\) are the realized gains of the harmonic transponder at fundamental and harmonic frequencies, respectively. According to the well-known radar equation, the received signal is explained by (2).

\[
P_r = \frac{P_t G_t G_r \lambda_h^2}{(4\pi)^3 (R)^4} \sigma_h \tag{2}
\]

where \(G_t, G_r\) are the gain of transmitting and receiving antennas, respectively, \(\lambda_h\) is the wavelength at harmonic frequency, and \(R\) is the transponder distance from the reader. Furthermore, to mitigate interference noise, we perform coherent averaging processing
by sending $M$ times interrogation signals. This solution comes from the radar detection theory, and the SNR is improved by $M$ times, compared to noise and interference.

### Link Budget Measurement

The measurement setup is explained in Figure 11, where the transmission path consists of a signal generator with 20 dBm transmitted power. The employed signal generator, which is from Keysight (N5182B MXG X-Series), is not ideal and generates harmonics with a level of $-35$ dBc. The Low Pass Filter (LPF) is employed to suppress the transmitter generated harmonics to increase the receiver dynamic range. The same is at the receiver side—the spectrum analyzer is with the direct conversion topology—and thus, the mixer of the receiver end also produces harmonics from the received low-level fundamental signals. Thus, the High Pass Filter (HPF) is utilized to suppress the fundamental frequency at the receiver input and further increases the dynamic range.

The spectrum analyzer is set to 10 MHz receiving bandwidth and to 1 MHz intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidth with an averaging factor of 10 samples per measurement snapshot; thus, the final result represents an averaged value of 100 measurements. Therefore, a signal of up to $-100$ dBm can be detected.

The generator is connected to LPF and a Log Periodic Antenna (LPDA). The insertion loss of the cables together with the LPF is $\approx 3.5$ dB at 2.45 GHz, and the LPDA gain is $\approx 2$ dBi at the same frequency. The LPDA is horizontally aligned with the transponder, as shown in Figure 11. The realized gain values of transponder antennas are $\approx 1.3$ dBi and $\approx 3.5$ dBi for the fundamental and harmonic frequencies, respectively. The reader receiving antenna is with $\approx 3.5$ dBi gain at harmonic frequency. On the receiving path, HPF is also necessary to minimize the leakage of fundamental frequency, where the HPF insertion loss together with the cable is $\approx 5.5$ dB at the harmonic frequency. Therefore, the second harmonic at 4.9 GHz can be detected up to $-100$ dBm spectrum sensitivity. The range measurement verifies the link budget calculations, where a coverage of 3 m is achieved as explained in Figure 12. Table 1 shows the comparison of the developed transponder versus the previously reported ones from the printability, electrical size, and coverage aspects. In comparison to transponders, which are also single layer, as listed in Table 1, specifically, in references [15,17], the introduced transponder outperforms the previously mentioned contributions in terms of the electrical size and coverage point of views. Further, the other advancements compared to those in the literature are listed above.

![Figure 11. Link budget measurement setup.](image-url)
5. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel harmonic transponder is presented. In order to efficiently convert the received fundamental frequency, the transponder receiving antenna was matched to the diode input impedance at 2.45 GHz. In addition, for efficiently transmitting the converted second harmonic, the corresponding antenna was matched at 4.9 GHz. Moreover, the CL was compared for a matched and biased diode, for which similar values of CL were achieved for both cases. However, biasing the diode does not necessitate a matching condition at the expense of having a supply voltage of $\approx 100$ mV and thus, more weight and volume. The introduced transponder was fabricated and a range measurement was conducted, which fit very well with the calculations. Two main research directions will be investigated in the near future. The first one is the insertion of another encoding bit to the tag structure to implement the multi-bit harmonic transponder. The second direction is the employment of the developed tags in indoor localization systems, besides the integration to the printed diode.
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